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EXECUI1VE SUMMARY

Malian forest policy is characterized by a concentration of power in the hands of the
State and· the virtual disengagement of rural people from responsibility over tree and forest
management..However, the Malian Forest. Service's limited economic and human resources
have proved inadequate for the task of properly managing· Mali's forest resources. The rural
population itself does little .tohelp the Forest Service, in large part because they have never
accepted the· State Forest Code, which they believe deprives them ·of access to trees they
consider their own. As a result,an atmosphere of antagonism exists between foresters and
peasants, an atmosphere which is incompatible with the development of an effective forestry
extension.program, and with sustainable management of Mali's natural resources.

The Land Tenure Center of the University of Wisconsin-Madison (USA) has recently
compl~ted a two-year study of land and tree tenure issues in the Fifth Region. The objectives
of the study were: (1) to. determine how indigenous land and tree tenure rules affect the
adoption ofagroforestry technologies; (2) to identify the major inconsistencies between
indigenous and state tree tenure rules; and (3) to recommend changes in Mali'8 forest
legislation that will provide greater incentives for rural people to manage their resources in
a sustainable manner.

The study revealed that villagers in .the Fifth Region believe that the Malian Forest
Code severely· restricts the customary rights that landowners and land users have to prune and
cut down trees on cultivated land. Only a few villagers make use of the State's free cutting
authorization process, which allows .villagers free access to both self-sown and. planted trees
under certain conditions. The lack of secure access to· trees .in fields appears to serve· as a
disincentive for villagers to protect and plant trees on· their land.

The research·also indicated that considerable confusion exists among forest agents as
to what rights individuals have to trees in fields, and what rights are reserved for the State.
Most foresters require villagers to contact the·Malian Forest Service (Eaux et Forets) prior
to pruning or cutting· down trees in fields. A majority of foresters .also· require villagers to
pay for permits to cut trees in their own fields and household compounds. Although the Code
allows agents to issue free cutting authorizations under certain circumstances, notably for
planted· trees, only 6 percent of the villagers interviewed had ever received a free permit.
Agents differ widely in their interpretation ofother key clauses, notably the articles governing
the cutting of branches for animal forage and use rights to forest products for domestic
consumption.

Asa rule agents are not well trained in forest legislation and basic legal principles.
Agents who attend the four-year postsecondary school forestry training program at the Institut
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Poiytechnique Rural (IPR) are less likely to have received' legal training than agents who
attend the two-year forestry technician training program at the Centre de Formation Pratique
en Foresterie (CFPF). The IPR has no permanent staff in charge of teaching legal principles
and forest legislation, while the CFPF. has one permanent staff member who teaches courses
in legislation on a regular basis. The text used for teaching forest legislation and basic legal
principles was developed in 1985 and has not been revised to include important changes made
to the Code in 1986.

The legal extension program is also inadequate. The Forest Code is written in
French, and no explanatory materials are available in loca11anguages.Althoughagents hold
village meetings to explain the law, these meetings are held infrequently, are often held in
conjunction with police missions, and are attended primarily by villager leaders. With a few
exceptions, agents in the Fifth Region rely on interpreters to communicate with the local
populations.

Our research indicates that Mali's forest policy is characterized by anoverconcentra
tion of rights over trees in the hands of the State, poorly defined and inappropriate
regulations, and misapplication of Forest Code provisions. The crucial shortcoming·of the
Code is that it fails to assign clear rights over trees to,individuals and local communities.
Forest agents interpret the Code's silence on this key issue to mean that .trees on· farms are
subject to the same regulations ,as trees in the forest domain. Misapplication of the forest
regulations is fostered by the inad«tuatetraining agtmtsreeeivein forest legislation, and by
the public's reliance on forest agents to inform them of their'rights to cut and prune trees.

In order to increase incentives for rural people to invest in agroforestry and sustainable
natural forest managementpractices, changes will have to be madein national laws regulating
land and resource use, as well as in the way in which the legislative.provisions are made
known to agents and rural residents. Our recommendations for legislative and· institutional
reform are listed below by order of priority.

1. The first,andmost crucial, step that should be taken by the Malian government
is the development of forest legislation that clearly assignsindividuaIs and groups ownership
rights to trees in the nonforest domain and in the private forest domain. Under the provisions
of the existing Code, the State has assumed ownership and management rights over most of
Mali's trees and forests,creating disincentives for individuaIs.andcommunities to invest in
those resources. To create a policy climate conducive to greatetprivateand local community
investment in agroforestryand natural forest management,theState will have to transfer
ownership rights, as well as management responsibilities, ,of fanntrees, plantations,and many
natural forests to communities and· individuals. The process ,of establishing a better balance
of rights over trees between tbe State~ local communities,andindividuals should take place
in three stages:

a) The existing Code can be interpreted as granting individuaIsownership and
management rights to trees in fieldsandhousehoJd compounds. The
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national director of Eaux et Forets should issue an internal directive
stating that farmers need not obtain permits or authorizations to cut or
prune trees in their fields and compounds. At the same time, a
concerted legal extension effort should be started to inform the public
(in local languages) what trees they have the right to cut without
permission fromEaux et Forets.

b) The Ministry of Agriculture, Animal Husbandry, and· Environment should
replace existing forest legislation with legislation that clearly assigns
individuals and local communities rights to trees located . within the
nonforest domain and the private and community. forest domains. In
adopting new legislation, we recommend that a national guideline forest
law, in which the basic principles of tree ownership and forest
management are established, be developed through a series of public
hearings similar to that used to make recent revisions in Mali's bushfire
legislation (Codedu Feu). At the same time, Mali's land law, the
Code Domanial et Foncier, needs to be revised so .that land ·and thus
the trees on the land held under indigenous tenure is not considered
part of the State's private domain.

c) Once the national guideline law has ·been established, specific· regulations
governing the use of forest resources at the regional and subregional
level· should be formulated. These· regulations should be drawn up ·at
the regional level using the same type of public hearing process used
to revise the Code du Feu.

In revising the legislation, the Forest Service needs ·to pay particular attention
to the issues of free authorizations, protected. species, and tree fodder. On the
basis of our research, we suggest. the following revisions:

i) We ·recommend that· the free authorization requirement be ·eliminated
entirely for trees located in private forests and the nonforest domain.

ii) We recommend that restrictions governing the use of protected species. be
formulated either at the regional level or according to ecological zone
in order to take into account the ecological diversity that exists within
Mali. Pruning of such species should be. permitted in fields, without
approval from Eaux et Forets.

iii) We recommend that restrictions on the cutting of tree forage be limited
to trees located within the state forest domain. New regulations should
be accompanied by a sketch indicating· the pruning .methods· that are
permitted or recommended for forage harvesting.
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2. Once the legislation has been changed, the Ministry should take the following steps
to ensure that both forest agents and.forest users are aware of their rights and responsibilities:

a) The two forestry training schools should be provided with permanent staff
trained to teach forest legislation.

b) Appropriate texts and curriculum on forest and land legislation should be
developed or .updated.

c) All forest regulations should be translated into the major languages spoken
in Mali, and copies of the regulations should be made available to all
villages. A cassette version of the regulations should be developed and
distributed· to all villages so that illiterate villagers can also review the
regulations.

d) A simplified manual .• explaining the rights and responsibilities of citizens
to trees should also be produced for use by agricultural agents and
literacy. teachers.

30 A more just application of the law will require accompanying changes in forest
fiscal policy and the Judicial process,so that incentives for corruption are diminished. We
recommend that the Malian government examine alternative ways for financing Forest Service
activities, focusing in particular on ways in which to reduce Eaux et Forets's dependence on
fme revenues. At the same time, we· recommend. that the judicial.process be revised to give
citizens the opportunity to appeal unjust fines without incurring excessive costs in terms of
time and money.

4. Once the above policy reforms have been put into place, we recommend that the
Malian government undertake research to determine wha.t· skills are needed at the local level
for implementing land use management plans, and the types of arrangements different user
groups have developed to structure access to resources. Such research will provide the
information needed to better target technical and financial assistance to communities interested
in assuming responsibility over their resources.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR A NEW MALIAN FOREST CODE:

OBSERVATIONS FROM THE LAND TENURE CENTER'S STUDY
OF LAND AND TREE TENURE IN MALI'S FIFfH REGION

by

Rebecca J. McLain

This report summarizes the findings of an applied research project conducted. by the
University of Wisconsin's Land Tenure Center in Central Mali from November 1989 to
October 1991. The research was carried out as part of the Village Reforestation· Project
(VRP), anagroforestry project implemented jointly by the Malian Forest Service (Eaux et
Forets) and the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) in Mali's Fifth
Region.

The report is divided into five· sections. The first section provides the policy context
for the study and briefly describes the methodology used to gather and analyze information
on tenure and tree management practices. In section two, indigenous rules governing land
and. tree tenure are described, and the constraints these. rules pose to the· exterisionof
agroforestrypractices are briefly discussed. Section three outlines national regulations
governing tree use, and pinpoints areas of contention between forest agents and· rural
residents. Recommendations for changes in·Mali's forest policy are provided in section four.
These recommendations focus primarily on changes in· national forest·legislation which will
permit rural residents to become more actively involved in resource· management and
protection. Accompanying changes in agent training, legal extension, and institutional
structures are also discussed. Finally,. in section five we suggest specific research and
extension activities that should be incorporated into a policy reform program.

I. STUDY CONTEXT

A. ·FOREST POlley CONI'EXT

In most Sahelian countries, forest policy is characterized by a strong concentration of
power over forest resources in the hands of the State, and a corresponding lack of local
participation in forest and tree management. Mali is no exception to this rule: the Malian
State claims ownership over all unregistered land in Mali, or virtually all land outside the
urban centers, as well as ownership of. all forest resources found on such lands. Malian
forest policy is primarily protectionist in orientation, with its main goal being to limit the use
of existing forest resources. The State agency charged with managing the State's forest
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resources, the Service des Eaux et Forets, relies upon a system of State-issued fines and
permits to .regulate forest product use. State foresters function almost exclusively as police.
Revenues from fines and permits are collected .and administered solely by·the.State.

The State-dominated· "protectionist" approach to ·forest ..resource management has
proved ineffective in solving environmental degradation problems linked to a steadily growing
rural population and declining rainfall. The limited financial and human resources available
to EllUX et Forets are simply inadequate to carry out the task of protecting all wooded areas
in Mali. The rural population itself does little to help the State protect forest resources: rural
residents fear and despise forest agents, who deprive them of resources that they believe are
rightfully theirs. Concerns about the decline of Mali's wood.· supply have caused the Malian
Forest Service to explore the possibility. of ·adopting·a less repressive and .more proactive
approach to forest resource management. Since the mid...1980s,Eauxet Foretshasgradually
introduced forest extension programs designed to encourage people to plant and protect trees
on individually and collectively held lands.

Initial forestry extension efforts concentrated on the promotion of State-sponsored
village woodlots geared toward fuelwood production. The· difficulties· encountered in
organizing and sustaining such actions have caused· interest to shift toward more integrative
approaches; in which tree management is considered as only. one component of land
management. At the individual level, current extension efforts focus on the development and
expansion of agroforestry techniques, while at the. community level, increasing emphasis is
placed on the design and implementation of land use .or forest .management plans. Both
approaches demand a much higher degree of. individual or community control over forest
resources than does the prevailing protectionist approach. Asaresult, tenure, or the question
of who controls rights to use and dispose of both land. and ttees,.has become·a key issue.

In light of the need for substantive policy revision in the for~strysector, USAID/Mali
asked the Land Tenure <Center to carry out research on tree tenure and tree management in
the Fifth Region. The research findings serve as the basis .for discussing the general
orientations of anew forest policy.. Our study thus had three obJectives: (1) to determine how
indigenous land and tree tenure rules affect adoption ofagroforestry practices; (2) to identify
areas of noncorrespondence between indigenous and State tree tenure rules; and (3) to
recommend changes in Mali's forest legislation that will provide greater incentives for rural
people to manage their resources in a sustainable manner.

Since the research was conducted within the framework ofan agroforestry project, we
concentrated on identifying tenure constraints relevanttoagroforestry interventions. Our
findings are thusconcemed primarily with rights to cleared land, and rights to trees in fields,
fallows, or household compounds. . Indigenous and State •regulationsgoveming the use of
trees in the natural forest· are only examined insofar as they affect. rights to field trees and
attitudes of villagers and agents about each other. However, .since field and forest are
inextricably linked in Mali, many of the observations and recommendations put forth in this
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report are applicable to forest management in general, both in an agroforestry and in a
broader land use management context.

B.. METHODOLOGY

The research took place in three cercles of the Fifth Region: Mopti, Bandiagara, and
Koro (see figure 1).1 Mopti and Bandiagara were included in the study since the Village
Reforestation ProJect has undertaken major interventions in bothcercles. Korowas selected
because of the presence of CARE/Koro's agroforestry project, the largest and longest-operat
ingagroforestry project in the Fifth Region. (The three major ecological zones of the Fifth
Region-the Inner Delta, the Bandiagara Plateau, and the Seno Plain-·are represented in the
three .cercles.)

The study was carried out· in four phases, each ·building upon the previous one.2

During phase I,a series of pilot studies was completed .in eleven villages. Group and
individual interviews were conducted in each village. Information was collected on the
following topics: (1) current tree management practices, (2) indigenous rules governing rights
to land and trees, (3) villager perceptions of their rights to trees. in fields and forests under
the Malian Forest· Code, .and (4) villager attitudes toward forest agents. The information
collected during this preliminary phase enabled us to identify the major land and. tree tenure
principles prevalent in the region, as well as the sources of greatest conflict between rural
residents and Eaux et Forets.

1. Mali is divided into eight administrative units, known as regions. Each region is administered by a
regional governor. A region is composed of several cercles, which are administered by a commandant du
cercle. Each cercle is subdivided into arrondissements, under the control of a chefd 'arrondissement. The Eaux
et Foretsadministrative subdivisions parallel the political subdivisions: there·are eight regions, administered by
regional directors (direeteurs regionaux). Each forest region is composed of several canlonnements!oresliers,
each of which is administered by a chtfde cantonnement. Generally thechtifS de cantonnement have either a
graduate degree in forestry or have completed the four-year professional forestry course at the Institut
Polylechnique Rural. As a role, the boundaries of the cantonnements·correspond to the cercle boundaries. Each
cantonnement is composed of several postesforestiers. The postesfores/jers are administered bycheft de poste,
who generally have a four-year professional forestry diploma from the [nstjtut Polytechnique Rural. The chtf
de poste is· frequently assisted by an adjunctchtfde postetorestier,' who usually has a two-year technical degree
from either the Institut Polytechnique Rural or the Centre de Formation .Pratique en Foresterie. The
administrative boundaries of the posteforestier generally coincide with the boundaries of the arrondissement in
which the poste is found.

2. Results of the studies have been distributed by the Land Tenure Center. The following reports are
included in .the series: Rebecca McLain (March 1990); Rebecca McLain (October 1990); Rebecca McLain
(March 1991); Rebecca McLain (July 1991); Rebecca McLain, Boubacar Ba, and Michel Kolama (August 1991).
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The pilot study was followed by a sample survey (phase II). The sample.survey was
administered to 201 landholders (including owner users and non-owner users) selected from
21 villages in the study region. ·The sample survey served as·a tool for determining whether
the findings from phase I could be generalized over a larger area, and also served to obtain
data about the relative frequencies of different tenure practices, tree management practices,
and attitudes· about Eaux· et Forets. Follow-up studies on natural regeneration protection
practices and the use of free cutting authorizations were also conducted as part of phase II.

During phase III of the research, 37· forest agents working in the study area were
interviewed about the following topics: (1) rights of farmers to field trees, (2) the free cutting
authorization process, (3) confusing or inappropriate sections of the Forest Code, (4) agent
training in forest legislation, and (5) the process by which agents pass information about the
Forest Code to villagers. At the same time, we examined Forest Service statistics on permits
and fines for the three cercles in which the study took place.

Phase IV, the final phase, consisted of case studies of six village woodlots established
during the early··1980s. The data were collected by a multidisciplinary team consisting of a
land tenure specialist from the Land Tenure Center, a forester from Eaux et Forets, and a
legal specialist from the Operation de Developpementd'Elevage a Mopti (ODEM). The
objective of the fourth phase was to determine what factors contributed to the success or
failure of the woodlots, and to recommend specific actions for increasing local participation
in woodlot management in particular, and in forest management in.general.

A series of workshops and seminars· were· held with forest agents and representatives
of international organizations. at the cantonnement, regional, and national levels during· the
final year of the project. These meetings served as forums for presenting the research
findings,and for· the development and discussion of appropriate policy recommendations.

II. INDIGENOUS RULES GoVERNING RIGHTS TO LAND AND TREES

A. INDIGENOUS· LAND TENuRE RULES

Rights to land in the study zone are defined both by the laws and regulations
promulgated by the Malian State,and by customary law at the village or fraction level... As
in most· parts ofruraI Mali, few families or individuals in the study zones have formalized
their ·claims to land according to the process outlined ·in the Malian Code Domanial et
Foncier. Asa rule, rural residents tend to follow customary practices governing .ownership
and user rights, and only make use of State procedures in extreme circumstances.

Within the indigenous tenure framework, each village and nomadic fraction has a
certain geographical space, or terrolr, in which. rights to .land and other resources have been
allocated to various members of the village or fraction and to outsiders. The degree. of
control that a village or fraction exercises over its terroir varies considerably, depending upon
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how it originally gained control of the land, and its. political and social relations with other
communities and resource users. The tenure situation is further complicated by the existence
of simultaneous· but· noncompeting claims by different user groups to different natural
resources.

Control over the village terroir is vested in the hands .of the village •headman or the
village council. The headman, acting in concert with the villag.e council, allocates land not
already distributed to families or individuals, settles .land and resource disputes, and decides
how communal fields, forests, fishing grounds, .andgrazing lands will be utilized.

Cleared land, on the other hand, is genetallymanaged on an extended family or
individual basis. In our research zone, the degree to which individual or family management
predominates varies considerably by .ethnic group.. Members of the Bozo and Malinke
societies tend to farm land strictly on an extended family basis, whereas Fulani,Rimaibe, and
Dogons tend to farm both extended family fields and individual fields.

Individuals and families most commonly obtain access to land through inheritance,
gifts, and borrowing agreements. Along theeastem bank of the Niger,· individuals also
obtain land through leases with the Stateentity,OperationRiz Mopti (ORM). Although land
purchases,sharecropping arrangements, rentals, and land pledges exist in the research zone,
such forms· of access are rare in· most villages. Immigrant· farmers both borrow .land and
receive definitive gifts of land.

B. INDIGENOUS TREE TENURE RULES

Throughout the study zone, tree ownership is closely linked to landownership. As a
rule, a person who owns a parcel of land also owns the trees on the land. Landownership
carries with it the right to plant, prune,andcut down trees, as well as the right to harvest
fruits, bark, and leaves. In theory, landowners have the right to exclude others from using
trees on their land, but in practice, only planting and cutting rights are consistently· asserted,
except for species that are economically important. Species which are generally considered
valuable enough for owners to exclude others from harvesting or cutting include Tamarindus
indica (tamarind),Par/da biglobosa (nere), Adansonia.digitatll (baobab), Butyrosperum parldi
(karire), Vitex doniana, Borassus aethiopum (raffia palm), Lannea microcarpa, and all exotic
fruit trees.

Rights to trees on gift land are permanently transferred to the receiver, so that users
of gift land normally exercise the same .level of control over.their trees as those who have
inherited their land. In contrast, borrowers are accorded only limited rights to trees 0

Borrowers frequently lack the right to plant or cut down .trees without the owner's
authorization. If allowed to plant trees, their choice of acceptable species may be limited to
economically unimportant species. However, .borrowers are normally ceded temporary rights
to prune branches, harvest fruits, and gather dead wood.
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A key characteristic of indigenous tree tenure rules is that field tree owners can
harvest and dispose of their trees and their products without obtaining permission from a
higheratlthority. Although some villages have "protectedIf species, generally the only
restriction on the use of protected trees in fields concerns the felling of live ·trees. Tree
own.erscan still cut dead trees and prune branches of live protected trees without prior
approval from village authorities. In many villages the restrictions .are self-enforced, rather
than being regulated by village authorities or their representatives. Another key characteristic
of indigenous tree tenure rules is that tree owners are not subject to any taxes for the use of
their tree products,regardless of whether the products are for domestic or commercial use.

c. WOl\fEN AND TENuRE ARRANGEMENTS

Under customary tenure rules, women in the study zone do not hold land except under
temporary arrangements such as short-term gifts and borrowing agreements. The extent· to
which women are involved in land-use management varies among the ethnic and caste groups
represented in the region. Among the Dogon and the Rimaibe (the ex-slave caste·among the
Pulani), many women farm small parcels of land separately from their male relatives. The
women generally work these parcels on their own, or hire others to· work for·· them. Any
crops produced on the land are considered the woman's to do with as she likes. Among the
Pulani, .Malinke, and Bozo, women are less active in farming, and rarely farm parcels on
their own. Women land managers in these ethnic groups tend to consist of widows, women
whose husbands are absent, or divorced women. In the villages where women manage their
own parcels, borrowing agreementsare·theprimary means by which women gain ·access. to
land. Generally women borrow from their husbands, or if they are from the village, from
their father or. brothers. However, women also borrow from nonhousehold members.

The fact that women cannot hold land definitively, places them in a precarious position
vis-a-vis rights to trees. Although women may have the right to harvest fruits and wood from
the trees on the land they use, as borrowers they are not considered tree owners, even if they
plant the trees. Unlike male borrowers, who may use their tree-planting efforts as a means
to gain control over land that they have borrowed, women borrowers cannot hope to obtain
definitive control over the land they borrow by planting trees, since the tenure rules do not
permit women to exert exclusive ·control over land.

D. TENuRE AND TREE MANAGEMENT

The average annual rainfall in the research zone ranges between 450 and ·650
millimeters. The area is subject to considerable variations in the amount and distribution of
rainfall from year. to· year, and is at best a marginal zone for tree planting, since all but the
hardiest plants require frequent watering. to survive their first year. Despite these difficulties,
many residents of the area participate in tree planting and protection activities. Half of the
landholders interviewed in our sample survey stated that they had planted trees in their fields
or compounds. A much higher percentage of survey respondents (83 %) said· that they protect
certain .species that regenerate naturally in their fields.
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An analysis of the sample survey supports the'idea that tenure and tree management
behavior are related. The incidence of tree planting by the survey respondents was highest
for inherited parcels (36.1 %), followed by gift land (28.9%), and was lowest on borrowed
land (8.6%). In contrast, the incidence of tree protection was nearly identical for borrowed
and inherited parcels (82.4% and 83.9%), and ,was lowest an gift land (69.6%).

E. ·GENDER DIFFERENCES IN TREE MANAGEMENT BElIAVIOR

As one might expect, planting behavior differs significantly between men and women
landholders (figure 2). In all four study sites, women are much less likely to plant trees than
men. Given that women generally only have secondary access rights to land, and thus fewer
rights to the trees on the land they use, it is not surprising that so few women plant trees.
In .contrast, ·the percentage. of women who protect trees is .nearly .as great as the.percentage
of men who protect trees.

FIGURE 2. Tree Planting and Protectionaccordiog to Gender

FEMALE RESPONDENTS MALE RESPONDENTS

Yes
# %

No
# %

Yes
#%

No
# %

SIGNIF
ICANCE

Plants Trees:

Fatoma

Bandiagara

Koro

Konna

2 (8.7)21 ( 91.3)

4 (20.0) 16 ( 80.0)

o( 0.0) 33 (100.0)

o( 0.0) 25 (100.0)

26(76.5) 8 ( 23.5)

52 (65.8)27 ( 34.2)

46 (60.5) 30 ( 39.5)

36 (90.0) 4 ( 10.0)

.0000

.0006

ooסס.

.0000

Protects Natural Regeneration:

Fatoma

Bandiagara

Koro

Konna

14 ( 60.9)

16 (80.0)

33 (100.0)

15 (64.0)

9 ( 39.1)

4 ( 20.0)

o (100.0)

9 (36.0)

26 (76.5)8 ( 23.5)

67 (84.8) 12 ( 15.2)

76 (100.0) ·0 (0.0)

26 (65.0) 14 ( 35.0)

.3330

.8556

1.0000
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F. EFFECTS· OF INDIGENOUS TENuRE RULES ON AGROFORESTRY ADOPTION

The degree to which indigenous tenure rules· affect adoption of agroforestry
technologies depends both upon the type of interventions extended, and the percentage of land
users. who hold land under· forms of tenure that provide only limited rights to trees. In the
Fifth Region, tenure considerations are likely to have a considerable impact on tree-planting
activities: 40 percent of the landholders interviewed in the study borrow at.least one parcel,
and thus can be expected to have a lower incentive to plant trees on those parcels. Worse,
one in four landholders farm only borrowed.land and are unlikely to·· be interested in planting
any trees at alIas long as they continue to farm only borrowed land. Certain subpopulations,
notably women and young· men, .are unlikely to participate in tree-planting activities, since
they tend to use land only under borrowing and temporary gift arrangements. Similar tenure
constraints· exist for community plantations in villages which depend on older ·or more
powerful villages for access to land.

The indigenous rules govemingrights to· trees are, however,~omewhat flexible. We
encountered several· cases where borrowers had .negotiated· with landowners for the right ·to
plant and cut down trees. It is, therefore, possible to increase incentives for borrowers to
plant trees through the negotiation of contracts between the landowner and·.the·land user. The
contracts can be· either oral or written; the important thing. is that the rights of both. parties
be formally acknowledged.

Activities aimed at protecting or improving the production of self-sown trees are less
likely to be negatively affected by indigenous· tenure rules. Since the act·of protecting a tree
is not considered evidence of land ownership, the rights of the landowner are not threatened
if a borrower protects naturally occurring trees. At the same time,. the borrower is entitled
to use many of the tree products,and has an incentive to allow certain species to grow. He
or she can prune the trees and thereby limit competition between trees and crops for light,
water, and nutrients. There is thus a .strong argument from the tenure s~dpoint for
agroforestry project planners in the Fifth Region to focus on identifying and ..extending
appropriate techniques for natural regeneration protection rather than concentrating on
tree-planting techniques as they have in the past.

G·. REACHING WOMEN LAND MANAGERS

Women fall into. the category of land managers who are most disadvantaged by
indigenous tenure rules since their sole means of access to land under traditional·rules is
through temporary gift or borrowing agreements. As a result, women have few incentives
to invest their labor and capital into improvements, such as windbreaks and woodlots, that
will yield benefits only in the long term. On the other hand, practices that offer benefits after
a· relatively short period, or that require minimal investment in time and labof,are likely to
be more attractive to women. The types of tree products involved are also important: women
rarely have the right to cut down large trees and are unlikely to be interested in growing trees
for construction wood or fuelwood. In contrast, they generally can obtain the rights to
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harvest fruits. Efforts to encourage women to become more· active in agroforestryactivities
should thus focus on (1) increasing women's security of access to the trees they plant by
helping them negotiate tree rights with the. landowners, (2) offering technologies that will
produce tangible benefits in a relatively short period (one season· to three years) and which
require a' minimum investment of labor andcapital,and (3) providing products over which
women traditionally have reasonably secure· rights.

ITI. STATE RULES GoVERNING USE OF FOREST RESOURCES

A.THE LEGAL BASIS FOR STATE CONTROL OF TREEs

Early in out study, it became clear that the State's assertion of ownership over field
trees is a much greater constraint to agroforestry •extension than. are the indigenous tenure
rules, which generally provide both field owners and borrowers substantial control over trees
and their products. Individual and community .rights to trees were considerably diminished
when the Forest Code of 1935 was promulgated in French West Africa. Under this Code,
the State essentially laid claim over all forest resources on land held under custo·mary tenure.
Subsequent revisions to the Code since Mali's independence have served to strengthen., rather
than diminish,State control over trees.

The different forest laws3 and the Land· Code· (Code·Domanialet Foncier) currently
provide the legal basis for the State's authority over forest resources. Through the provisions
of the Forest Code the State dictates the conditions under which wood, fruit,andother
products can' be harve·sted.

Forest agents are given considerable discretion' in. the delivery and refusal of use
permits.. They are empowered to search for, as well·as seize, illegally obtained forest
products, without first obtaining a warrant from the court.4 In addition, forest agents can
fine and arrest forest law violators. .

Article 127 of the Code Domanial et Foncier widens the arena of the State's
responsibility by declaring that all land held under customary tenure and not registered in the
name of a non-State entity falls within the State's private domain. By implication, all
unregistered land and the.resources on that land are subject to regulation by the State. The
process for registering land is complex and time consuming: permission for registering the

30 £oi No. 86-42IAN-RM Portant .Code Forestiert Lo; No. 86-65IAN-RM Loi sur .La Taxede Difrichement,
£oi No. 86-44/AN-RM Ponant Code de Peche, LoiNo. 86-66IAN-RM PortantCode de Feu, Loi No. 86-43IAN
RM Portant Code de Chasse et de-Conservation de'La Faune·et.de Son Habitat., and Loi No. 86-46IAN..RM
Foyers AmeLiores.

4. The constitution established at Mali's national conference in. August 1991 provides. for freedom from
searches without a warrant. Whether this law will be interpretediDwaystbatcurtail the current search powers
of forest agents remains to be seen.
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land must first be obtained from the village government, and a hearing is held to ensure that
no one else claims rights to the parcel. The person wishing to register the land must then
have the land surveyed .(at his or her expense) before the land can be registered in· the State's
name. A land file is setup, specifying the conditions which· the title demander must meet to
prove his or her claim (in general, he or she must occupy the land or put the land· into
production for three years). Only after the State verifies that the demander has met the
conditions of the claim can the parcel be registered in his or .her name.

In contrast to indigenous tenure systems, State tenure rules permit women to title land
and thus become landowners. However, in rural areas, where land is rarely sufficiently
productive to warrant the investments in time and capital needed to register land, virtually
no one, male or female, has registered their land. Consequently, the State nominally controls
almost all land outside.· of the major population centers.

The Malian State's claims to tree resources rest primarily upon the Forest Code of
1935 as revised in 1986. In the following section we briefly discuss the major principles
emanating· from the text,as well as the weaknesses in its construction.s

B•.DEFlNITION ·OF THE NONFOREST AND FOREST DOMAINS

The Malian Forest Code distinguishes between the forest domain and the nonforest
domain. The nanforest domain consists·ofland currently under cultivation and orchards, .land
in fallow.for less than ,five years, nonwooded land for which a land title in the name of a
non-State entity has been obtained, and developed (urban) areas. The forest domain consists
offorests,6 areas reforested by communities and individuals and registered ·in their ·names,
sacred forests, land excluded from clearing actions (river banks, slopes, dunes, watering
points, and spring basins), wooded animal passages, and cropped land in fallow for more than
five years.

The Code divides the forest domain into three major categories: the classified· forest
domain (domaine lorestier classe), the protected forest domain (domaine lorestier protege),
and the forest domain of individuals and communities (domaine lorestier des particuliers et
des collectivites). The classified forest domain consists of forests, reforested areas, and
protected zones (that is, river banks, steep slopes,·· and .so forth) which have been the object
of an official classification procedure. The use of forest resources in classified .forests . is
subject·to the provisions set forth in the Forest Code, as well as to any additional restrictions
established at the time the forest was classified.

5. See. Elbow and Rochegude (1990) for a more detailed analysis of the Malian Forest. Code.

6. A forest is defined in Article 1 as "an association of trees which are biologically interdependent during
their development, and which exert an influence over a more or .less large territory. "
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The protected forest ·domain consists·.of forests, reforested areas, and protected zones
(that is, river banks, steep slopes, and the like) that have not been subjected to classification
procedures. Use of forest products in the protected forest domain is restricted only by the
provisions of the Forest Code.

The individual and community forest ·.domain is composed.of land· that has been
reforested by individuals ·and communities, .and· registered in their names. ItaIso includes
sacred forests and other areas protected by communitiesforsocio-religious reasons. The
Code does not provide any specifications governing the minimum size of reforested areas.
The rules that apply to the classified forest also apply tathe individual and community forest
domain with the exception that forest products in this domain can be harvested free of charge,
even if the products are sold. Presumably both men and women can register reforested areas
or sacred lands in their names, since the Code makes ao distinctions according to gender.

c. PRINCIPLE. TREE ·USE REGULATIONS .OF TBEFOJmST CODE

The major principles governing the use of trees are listed below.

1. USE RIGHTS PRINCIPLE

Under the use rights principle, villagers living in· or adjacent to forested areas. are
entitled to use .the fruits and. the products of the· natural forest free of charge, provided the
items are used for domestic consumption. TheCodedoesnotspecifywhetherconstruction
wood for domestic construction is included in the use•rights provision. .However, Art. 46 is
sometimes interpreted as permitting noncommercial woodcutting in the domaine classe and
domaine protege, provided a free authorization is obtained. The corollary to the use rights
principle is that commercial harvesting of forestproducts,with the exception of edible fruits
and plants,is subject to a use tax. Woodcut in the individual and collective forest domain,
as defined by Art. 51 of the Forest Code, is not subject to a. use tax. However,permission
from a State forest agent must be obtained toharvestisuch wood. .The Code does not state
whether the use rights principle applies to trees located on unregistered land outside the forest
domain.

2. HARVESTlNGPERMrrs

Art. 42 to Art..46 set forth .the rules governing thecommercialbarvestingof forest
products in the State fore.stdomain. Commercialcnttingcan be undertaken only after a use
permit has been acquired from the forest agent in charge of the area in which the cutting is
to occur. Free cutting authorizations can be issued only for noncommercial woodcutting in
the classified and protected forest domains or for. any cutting in areas reforested by
individuals or communities. The Code does not specify whether use permits are required· for
trees located outside the State forest domain.. Significantly,Eaux el Forets can issue cutting,
permits for an area without consulting the communities which traditionally controlled those
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resources. As a result,communities have lost their authority to exclude others from using
resources within their territorial boundaries.

3. PROTECTED SPECmS PRINCIPLE

The Code prohibits the felling, tearing out,or use of species which are considered of
economic importance. The following are classified as protected species:

•

1. Elaeis guineensis
2. Borassus aethiopum
3. Pterocarpus erinaceus
4. Afzelia africana
5. Acacia senegalensis
6. Par/da biglobosa
7. Butyrosperum paradoxum
8. Bombax costatum
9. Khaya senegalensis
10. Acacia albida

oil palm
Raffia palm
African rosewood
African mahogany
gum arabic
locust bean tree
Shea butter tree
silk cotton tree
Senegalese mahogany
Faidherbia

Note that this list includes several of the species commonly protected under indigenous
tenure rules in the Fifth Region. Special authorization must be obtained from the State to cut
or prune protected species. The Code does not state whether protected trees whose products
are destined for domestic consumption are exempt· from the authorization requirement, nor
does it state· under what conditions, if any, such authorizations can be issued free of charge.
Likewise, the Code does not state·whether the protected species restrictions apply to the
nonforest domain.

4. FORAGE~G REsTRICTIONS

Art. 40 forbids the cutting and tearing out of trees and shrubs in the Sahelian zone for
the purpose of feeding livestock. (All three·· of the cercles included in the study fall within
the Sahelianzone.) Debranching, however, is permitted for lateral branches located at least
1.5 meters. above the ground. No indication is given as to whether an authorization, free or
otherwise, is required to lop branches for animal forage. Equally important, the Code fails
to specify whether Art. 40 applies only to the forest domain, or whether it is also enforceable
on the nonforest domain.

5. TRANSPORTADON OF FOREST· PRODUCTS

Access to trees is further restricted by the requirement fora permit to move forest
products from one area to another (Art. 47...50). The transportation permit is issued free of
charge. Again, the Code does not specify whether this rule applies only to trees harvested
in the forest domain, or whether such a permit is needed to transport wood harvested on. land
outside the forest domain.
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6. THE FOREST CODE AND GENDER IsSUES

The Forest Code makes no distinction between the rights of men and women to tree
products. Thus women, as well as men,have the right to register reforested areas and sacred
lands in their nam.es under the provisions of Art. 51. Women and men .are. both required to
obtain free authorizations to cut trees they have planted and to pay for permits for wood that
they intend to sell. Both sexes are· also subject to the same restrictions regarding.use rights,
protected species, and the cutting of branches forforage.Ouf research, however,did reveal
areas where women are more favorably treated by agents, as well as areas where women are
likely to be disadvantaged by the Code and the way in which it is applied.

Most of the agents interviewed as part of the study noted that they. are less likely to
fine women .than men for cutting violations. The general rule of thumb among forest agents
is to not fine people carrying headloads of wood,but ·to fme anyone transporting· wood in a
cart. The assumption·· is that a woman.with a headload of wood intends to use it for home
use, while the person transporting a cartloadof wood intends to sell it. In fact, it is not
unusual for women to sell their headloads of wood, •nor is it uncommon for men to stock a
cartload of wood for home· use.

On the other hand, the requirement that anyone wishing to cut wood obtain a free
authorization is likely to have a disproportionately negative effect on women, who normally
must rely upon male relatives to intercede in their behalf. Thus .the· already cumbersome
process of obtaining such permits is likely to.be even more burdensome for women than men.
Among sedentary farmers, the restrictions on the use of forage species for fodder are also
likely to have a greater negative effect.on women than men because of gender differences in
livestock ownership. As a rule, women are more likely to .own stall-fed goats and sheep and
thus .have a greater need for tree fodder during the dry season. Existing forest .policy thus
severely curtails women's access to legally obtained tree fodder, forcing them to rely on more
expensive, less readily available, or less nutritious animal feeds.

D. AMBIGUITIES IN THE CODE

The State's division ·of its territory into forest and nonforest··domaindiffers in scale,
but not in substance from indigenous tenure systems which typically have different sets of
rules for community land (including pastures, forests, animal<passages, and areas around
water points) and land controlled by individuals or families.. The Forest Code, however, fails
to define the rights of individuals and communities· to .forest resources .in the non/orest
domain.

Logic suggests that the original drafters of the Code intended the State to exercise a
different role in the nonforest.domain than in the forest domain.. However, Malian foresters
have interpreted the silence of the Code on this point to mean that the same rules apply to
both domains. Foresters generally construe Art. 127 of the Code Domanial et Foncier as
giving them the obligation to enforce regulations for thedomaine forestier protege on all
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unregistered land, including land clearly under cultivation. As a result, rules meant originally
to be· applied in the natural forest setting are also applied to. cultivated and residential lands,
depriving rural residents of access to products of the trees they have protected and planted.

E. THE VILLAGERS' POINT OF VIEW

1. AcCESS TO FIELD TREEs

Data collected from villagers and forest agents in the research area support the idea
that access to field trees is heavily restricted by the Malian State. More than 90 percent of
the villagers we interviewed during the sample survey feared being fined if they .pruned .trees
in their compounds or in their fields. Villagers were equally convinced that they risk being
fined if they cut trees they have planted without fust getting permission from Eaux et Forets.

Fears of being fined for pruning and cutting trees have a negative impact on people's
perceptions of their ability to manage their field trees in profitable ways. Approximately
three-quarters of the sample survey respondents noted that they would·like to prune their field
trees, but that they fear being fined by Eaux et Forets ifthey do. In most cases, people want
to prune their trees in· order to increase crop yields or to improve the tree's fruit and leaf
production. A smaller, but still important,. percentage of the respondents (42 %) want. to cut
trees in their fields (mainly dead trees), but are ·afraid they·will be fined if they cut the.trees
without first buying a permit. A study conducted by the Near East Foundation in Douentza
revealed that farmers prefer to remove many young seedlings because they fear being fined
if .they prune the trees when they are mature:

the practice of clearing a field of all seedlings (particularly Acacia raddiana)
is openly recognized as a strategy to limit the number of trees ina field before
they become too visible to forest service agents. Once the tree attains a
certain height, getting rid of it is· problematic· for the peasant, who risks being
fined by the forest agency (Winter 1991).

Trees in .. fields are thus threatened in two ways: (1) mature trees cannot be pruned and
are more susceptible to insect and wind damage, and (2) natural regeneration is removed
since farmers are afraid they will not be able to prune older trees that shade out their crops.

2. ATfITUDES TOWARD FOREST AGENTS

The attitude of the Malian people toward Eaux et Forets was made clear following the
overthrow of the Traore regime in March 1991. Forest agents, along with the customs agents
and the gendarmes, were singled out by rural representatives at the national conference held
in August 1991 as the most corrupt and abusive of government agents. Letters to the editor
in the major papers targeted Eaux et Forets as an agency badly in need of reform. One
contributor described forest agents as "Malians who put ropes around the necks of other
Malians,and attach them together" (L 'Essor 1991), a reference to slave-trading practices in
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the not-so-distant past. Immediately after the .change in government,field agents were
threatened by villagers, and a few· were badly injured in disputes· over rights to cut trees.. At
the present time (October 1991), many agents in the Fifth Region have abandoned policing
activities for fear of losing their lives.'

Although we encountered few villagers· who were happy with State forest regulations,
most acknowledged that some type of organization is needed to protect forest resources from
overuse. Some infonnantsbelieved that self-interest,· combined with enfofcement at the
village level, would be sufficient to prevent abusive cutting. This view ·was summarized by
one farmer: 8

"Peopledon'tprotect trees for Eauxet Forets,theydo it for themselves. Even
if we got rid of Eaux et Forets, .people would .protect the trees" (farmer in
Bondo, KoroCercle).

Others felt that their villages are no longer capable of enforcing forest rules:

"The times are not the same. In the past we had lots to eat and no one left to
work elsewhere.· Now we have nothing to eat and everyone goes away. .We
don't have anyone that can do the work of watching the forest" (village elder
in Badiongo, Mopti Cerele).

In many villages, people note that their inability to control excessive wood-cutting in
their terroir coincided with the establishment of the Malian State and the declaration of·the
principle that all land and trees belong to the State. Village leaders complain that their
authority has been undermined by Eauxet Forets itself,. which issues permits to outside
woodcutters without firstcon.sulting village leaders to. find out what trees should be cut, or
where they should be cut:

"In the past we were able to enforce the rules. The forest belonged to us.
Now we have no power and we.·can'tenforce. tbe rules. Before, everyone
knew that each tree had its owner. Noone was crazy enough to go into a
forest and cut willy-nilly. Now· the woodcutterscansbow you their cutting
permit and can cut where they want" (village elder in Manako, Mopti Cerele).

7. It is too soon to know wbether'this enforcement vacuum willcontmue (or any length of.time. However,
it is unlikely that the Forest Service will be able to resume enforcing forest regulations with tbe same severity
as they did prior to the overthrow of· the Traore regime. ·TQe.·PorestSetvice is already considering policy
reforms that would accord individuals and communities greater control over trees on cultivated and community
forest land.

8. All quotes in this paper were translated from the originallaapage··.(Dogon, .Fulani, Bambara, or Bozo)
into French by M. Degoga, the project interpreter. The French was translated into English by the author.
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However, many villagers also have a clear idea of what is needed for them to control
their resources: State-recognized authority for local rule enforcement. This idea is evident
in one. Fulani leader's opinion as to how his village could control cutting in their terrolr:

"If Eaux et Forets weren't here, we could guard our forest if we received
authorization from the Chef d'Arrondissement. If he told us: Here is your
forest,watch it yourself, protect it against abusive cutting, then we would have
the power needed to enforce the rules. At the present time we don't have this
kind of power" (elder in Missira, Mopti. Cercle).

F. THE FOREST AGENTS, POINT OF VlEW9

1. ACCESS TO FIELD TREES

Interviews with forest agents indicate that agents also believe that control of trees is
currently a State prerogative. As shown in figures 3, 4, and 5, most agents require villagers
to contact them before cutting or pruning any field tree. A surprisingly large percentage of
agents .believe that the law requires people to pay for a cutting permit, even for cutting trees
in their own fields. Nearly all of the agents misinterpret or take advantage of the ambiguity
of Art.. 40, which restricts the cutting of branches for ·livestock forage, thus ·effectively
limiting legal access to crucial forage resources.

Access to field tree products. hinges ·upon the proper functioning of the State's cutting
authorization system. Under this system, farmers can prune and cut their field trees after
obtaining a free authorization from their forest agent. The forest agent is supposed to. inspect
the. cutting site and provide advice about proper cutting techniques before issuing authoriza
tions. No criteria have been established for accepting or denying authorizations, and agents
are allowed total .discretion in deciding whether to issue such permits.

Many agents state that the free authorization requirement does not diminish a· tree
owner's control over the tree since cutting permits for field trees are issued free of charge,
particularly if the .woodcutter has planted the tree. However, our research indicates that the
hidden costs of obtaining free authorizations can be considerable, since many agents require
villagers to pay· for their transport to and from the cutting site. Moreover, most agents are
reluctant to issue free authorizations and tend to issue them only in special cases or to reward
people who have participated in reforestation programs. According to our estimates, agents

ge The forest agents were interviewed prior to the overthrow of the Traore regime in March 1991. Nearly
all of the agents stated that individuals and communities had to get permission from Eaux et Forets to prune or
cut trees infields or woodlots. In addition, very few agents felt that people should have the right to cut or prune
trees, .including trees in their own fields and trees that they had planted, without getting permission from Eaux
et Forets. The anger directed against forest agents following the events of March 1991 appear to have caused
many agents to re-evaluate their position. At a workshop on forest policy in the Fifth Region, held in September
1991 in S6vare, many of the agents who had been interviewed expressed the view that the use.of trees on
cultivated land and in woodlots should no longer be regulated by the State.
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FIGURE 3. Percentage of Agents· Who Require that Fanners Contact
tbeForestService before Cutting or Pruning· Trees

NATURAL REGENERATION PLANTED TREES
OPERATION

Pruning

Felling (dead)

Felling (live)

Protected

86.4

94.6

100.0

Unprotected

67.6

70.3

94.6

Protected

75.7

73.0

78.3

Unprotected

73.0

70.3

78.3 •

FIGURE 4. Percentage of Agents Who ThiDktbatFarmers Must Pay for
a Permit for SilvieulturalOperatioDS (in fields)

NATURAL REGENERATION PLANTED TREES
OPERATION

Pruning

Felling (dead)

Felling (live)

Protected

3.3

54.3

42.8

Unprotected

0.0

0.7

41.2

Protected

7.4

14.8

7.7

Unprotected

0.0

0.0

0.0

FIGURE S. Opinions of Agents Concerning Rights of Herders to Lop
Branches for. Forage

OPINION NUMBER OF AGENTS

Lopping forbidden 15

Lopping of branches lower than 1.5
meters acceptable 15

Lopping of branches higher than
1.5 meters .acceptable 6

No response 1

TOTAL 37

PERCENTAGE
(0 = 37)

40.5

40.5

16.2

2.7

100.0
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issued free authorizations to less than 1 percent of the households in thecercles of Mopti,
Bandiagara, and Koro during 1990. A survey of villagers conducted in January 1991
indicated that 72 percent of them believe that agents simply will not. issue free cutting
authorizations to people who wish to cut or prune field trees.

CARE/KoroandCARE/Djenne have attempted to facilitate the free authorization
process by allowing participants in targeted· villages to sign up for free permits with CARE
agents, thus saving villagers the cost of the forest agent's transportation (CARE/DJenne and
Koro 1991). However, their systems are based upon a series of time-consuming inventories
and. follow-up inspections, severely limiting the number of farmers who can benefit from the
process. In 1991, 470 villagers received free permits under the CARE/Koro system,
representing 1 percent of the households in the cercle (CARE International/Koro 1991). Thus
even with substantial outside assistance, Eaux et Forets cannot adequately administer a free
authorization ·system. for field trees.

2. ATITlUDES OF AGENTS TOWARD VILLAGERS

As a general rule, foresters disdain and distrust villagers. Most foresters feel that
rural people are· incapable of managing· and· protecting trees in their fields and in. the natural
forest. Some believe that·villagers .simply lack the knowledge and technical skills needed to
manage trees. .Others believe that basic needs for money and raw materials override any
interest villagers may have in letting trees· grow. Still others feel that villagers deliberately
cut down trees to express their· dissatisfaction with Eaux et Forets. The attitude toward
herders, particularly goat herders, is even more negative. A number of Forest Service agents
stated that the best way to stop environmental degradation in the Fifth Region is to completely
ban transhumanceand free-range grazing.

Although most of the agents interviewed during our study recognize the need to
transfer greater responsibility to rural residents, few think that villagers are ready to be given
the freedom to manage their trees without strict guidance from Eauxet Forets. The following
comments are typical of the attitude of forest agents toward rural people:

"We can't give them the right to prune and cut trees without any control
system. The reason for allowing more pruning is to improve·the·trees that are
there now. But there are farmers who don't see the usefulness of trees in
fields. I ·don't want villagers to have too much control over .their trees. "

"[Unrestricted access to field trees]· would lead to massive destruction. This
isa big transhumance zone,especia1ly for ·goat herders who ·mutilate trees.
These people would destroy everything. However, if you let agents regulate
cutting, it would be all right."
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"If we allow free pruning, you won't see a single tree. The problem is that
this population is not sufficiently prepared. They only see their animals. It
is important that they·be monitored."

"Ideally the agent wouldn'tbe involved in fields at all if peasants were ready
to accept the idea of protecting trees. But presently that is not the case. They
are not yet ready for liberty."

Ironically,most agents themselves lack the forest management skills and techniques
they wish to impart to villagers, since their experience is geared almost exclusively toward
preventing people from cutting trees rather than. managing trees. to

G. MAJOR WEAKNESSES OF STATE FOREST LEGISLAnON

Our study of land.and tree tenure in the Fifth Region revealed.five maJor shortcomings
in Malian forest legislation: (1) an.excessive concentration of management rights in the hands
of the State, (2) ambiguous provisions in the forest and land legislation, (3) inappropriate
rules, (4) inadequate legal extension efforts, and(S) institutional weaknesses which permit
the law to be applied ina.capricious and arbitrary manner.

1. IMBALANCE OF RIGHTs TO TREEs

The major weakness of the Forest Code. is that it concentrates nearly all decision
making power over forest and trees in' the hands of the State, and thus greatly weakens
incentives for local investment· in such .resources. This concentration of decision-making
power contrasts sharply with indigenous tenure systems,which provideindividuals and local
groups or communities considerable authority over tree and.· forest management. Indigenous
and State rulesgoveming rights to ·trees differ in four .maJor areas: ownership rights, ·use
taxes, restrictions on protected species in fields, and restrictions on the use of trees for animal
forage.

According to indigenous tenure rules, landowners are generally considered.the owners
of the trees on their land. As such, they can harvest the trees· when they wish, without
getting permission from a higher authority. .In contrast, the State considers all· trees to be
public goods. Landowners c.anonly harvest or use trees with the State's permission.

Under indigenous tenure rules, tree owners are not required to .pay a tax for cutting
or pruning their own trees,evenif they plan to sell the products. In contrast, the State

10. At the time that most of the agents interviewed were trained, the. forestry training programs focused
primarily on silvicultural techniques suitable for industrial plantations and the production of exotic species. Few
agents have a good· understanding of tree-erop interactions, indigenous species management, or .tree forage
production.

•
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requires a use permit to harvest field trees. Free authorizations are rarely granted,
particularly for commercial harvesting.

Indigenous tenure systems include. restrictions .on the cutting of certain valued trees,
even when such.trees are located in· fields or household compounds. However, tree owners
still retain considerable control· over such trees. In general owners are prohibited from
cutting live specimens, but are still permitted to cut dead .specimens and to prune branches
of living trees. The. State rules are much more restrictive: woodcutters must· obtain an
authorization .in order to prune or cut down both ·live and dead specimens. Moreover,
woodcutters have to pay for the right to cut· or prune these species, even if the trees· are in
their fields ~r compounds.

Indigenous tenure rules permit tree owners to lop branches for livestock forage.
While the Forest Code technically allows·thelopping of certain branches for livestock forage,
in practice the law is. applied in such ·a way as to make all branch· lopping ·for livestock feed
an illegal activity.

Indigenous tree tenure rules clearly provide land managers much greater control· over
their field trees than does the Forest Code. Villagers object strongly to State rules, which
they consider to be an infringement on their rights and prevent them from efficiently
managing their trees. They don't feel that they should be required to obtain permission to
cut trees that they or their relatives have planted and protected" nor do they understand why
they need to· get permission to prune trees, when such pruning .. is clearly beneficial for .the
trees. The fact that· the Forest Code ·was drafted and passed with no input from .rural
residents serves to increase the general dissatisfaction with its· provisions. Villagers also
resent the arbitrariness of forest .agents, who refuse to grant legitimate requests for free
authorizations while delivering use permits to anyone willing to pay for them, regardless of
the environmental consequences.

2. AMBIGUITIES IN THE LEGISLATION

The incompatibilities between indigenous and ·State tree tenure rules are aggravated
by the ambiguous and imprecise nature of the forest and land .legislation. The· Forest Code
is the source of much confusion since it never defines the rights of the State over trees located
in the nonforest domain. The Code is equally unclear as to whether its more restrictive
provisions (use rlghts,protected species, and forage prohibitions) apply· outside the forest
domain.. The fact that the Code .Domanial·et Foncier places all unregistered land under State
jurisdiction accentuates confusion as to exactly what rights individuals have to· trees on
unregistered··land, which constitutes the majority of rural holdings.

3. INAPPROPRIATE RULES

Not only is the legislation ambiguous, and thus open to arbitrary application,but it
also contains provisions inappropriate to Mali's cultural and ecological conditions.
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The free authorization requirement is a prime example of an inappropriate regulation.
A system which requires Forest Service approval to cut or prune field trees is completely
unrealistic given Eaux et Forets's small staff and limited financial resources. Eaux et Forets
is simply incapable of delivering free permits ana scale that would allow rural people
reasonable access to their tree products. The· transportation permit requirement for
transporting trees harvested·. in fields suffers from the same weaknesses.

Bl~ket restrictions on the use of protected species found infields are incompatible
with tree management principles, particularly. given the reluctance of foresters to issue free
use permits for suchspecies.Asa result, farmers. are unable to perform pruning and thinning
operations that would enable them to improve· both tree and crop production.

The rates for illegal cutting are excessively high for the average rural resident. Since
agents prefer to impose··a lower, unofficial· fine rather·. than putting .an offender in prison,
villagers find that it is cheaper and easier to take the risk of cutting without a permit. There
is also little incentive to limit illegal cutting, since a person is fined the same amount whether
he or she cuts one ·branch or a hundred.

The .automatic· transferral of fallows exceeding. five years .induration into the forest
domain is unrealistic given the time needed to regenerate .soil fertility in many parts of Mali.
In many less populated areas, ten or fifteen year fallows are not uncommon.

The current Code does nothing to encourage the management of forests or trees for
browse, yet browse is one of the most important ProdUClSOf Malian forests. Art. 40, which
restricts the lopping of branches for forage, is virtually impossible to apply correctly since
agents cannot determine at what height a branch·wascutoocetbe branches are removed from
the cutting site. As a result, agents simply forbid the cutting of all branches for forage.

4. LEGAL EXTENSION AND TlwNING

A large number of agents complain that their .training.in legislation is inadequate.
Indeed, our data indicate quite clearly that many agents incorrectly interpret key provisions
of the Forest Code. Efforts to help the population understand the law are equally ineffective.
The law is written in French,. a language understoodbyo.nlya minority of Malians. Very
few rural· people are literate and thus cannot read the .Code·inany· case. Legal extension is
done primarily by forest agents, who. have. a .vested. ·.interestin interpreting the law as
restrictively as possible. In the Fifth Region, forest agents generally have to work through
interpreters, since few agents speak any of the indigenous languages. As a result, the Code's
provisions are simplified,usually in favor of the forest agent's or State's interests.

5. INSTITUTIONAL FACTORS

The conditions under which Malian forest agents .·work undermine the relationship
between villager and· agent even further. Agents receivea.salarythat is. very low in
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relationship to the cost of living. They are rarely provided operating funds by the
cantonnement, which itself receives only a small portion of the forest .receipts collected by
its agents. Yet· at the same time, agents-control access to .resources upon which peasants
depend for survival. Not surprisingly, corruption has become the norm. Since free
authorizations bring no money to thecantonnement or to the agent, it is hardly surprising that
agents prefer to concentrate on delivering regular use permits and issuing fines.

The costly and drawn-out procedures for contesting fines have prevented the
development· of effective mechanisms· to check abusive fining by agents. II Peasants prefer
to pay unjust fines rather than. risk imprisonment or incur expensive court costs. Moreover,
they·have little faith in the objectivity·of.the·court system: they. consider the administration
and courts to be part of the same "family" as forest agents and are convinced that they will
automatically rule in favor of the State.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS

To facilitate a more rational management and forest resource policy, changes· will have
to be made in the State laws regulating land and ·resource use,as well as in· the way in which
legal provisions are made known to agents and rural residents. Eaux et Forets itself will have
to be ·restructured in order to function as an· extension service, rather than just as a police
force. Accompanying changes will have to be made in the· judiciary system and other
institutions· to provide checks on the potential for agents to abuse their powers. The following
section outlines actions that will enable the State to transfer some of its·power over resource
management to resource users.

A. LEGISLATIVE CHANGES

1.· Many of the problems of the current Forest Code exist because the people· who
rely most· on forest resources for their survival were not consulted when the rules were
established. As a result, major incompatibilities exist between indigenous and State systems
of· tree tenure. If the basic premises of Mali's forest policy are to be acceptable to most
Malians, greater public input will be needed in the drafting of future legislation. Eaux et
Forets itself has recently adopted a more participative approach to .the formulation of
legislation in connection with the drafting of bush fire. regulations .(Dagamaissa 1991).

11. During the first phase of the study, the only effective, albeit slow, mechanism we identified for checking
forest agent abuses was appeal through village-level political party representatives. In the few· instances where
villages had obtained major concessions from Eaux et Forets, they had done so by carrying their grievance to
representatives of the Union Democralique du Peuple Malie" (UDPM), at the time the sole political party.
Many agents commented that UDPM representatives were their worst enemy and accused them of using their
influence at higher levels to undermine Eaux el Forits' authority. With the overthrow of the Traore regime and
the removal of the UDPM representatives, this appeal channel disappeared. However, it is likely that the newly
elected political representatives will continue to play the same watchdog function.
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Surveys of rural residents were conducted by an outsideagency·to·find out what they felt the
rules ought to be. A series of cercle, regional,and national meetings were then held with
representatives from rural.producers, the· administration, andEauxet Forets. Propositions
for new bush fire laws were discussed by the participants,andwillbe submitted for approval
to the Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock Husb.andry and· Environment.

We recommend that a similar approach be used· to draft or revise legislation ·in the
future. We further recommend that different methodologies .of encouraging·and facilitating
local participation in the development of natural resource regulations be examined and tested.

2. Another shortcoming of the present legislation is that· one set of laws· is applied
throughout. a country made up of many diverse ecological zones. As a ·result, laws which
make sense for the ecological conditions found in southern Mali are applied in areas where
they are inappropriate. We thus recommend that new forestry legislation adopt a more
flexible approach in the form· ofanational guideline law supplemented by regional or local
regulations.

Under this approach,a guideline law, in which basic principles and definitions are set
forth, would be established at the national level. Specific regulations .governing the use of
resources would be elaborated and implemented at lower levels (region, cercle, or even by
ecological or land use management districts). The guideline law. would include· definitions
of key concepts, such as forest, forest domain,Donforest domain, use rights, and the like.
It would also outline the basic principles goveming·forestand tree ownership (for example,
the principle of individual and community ownership of certain forest resources could be
recognized,as ·isdone. in the ·proposed.Senegalese Forest Code).

3. Experience has shown that the Malian State cannot. manage .forest resources
effectively if it reserves control over all forest resources for itself. Although there is a need
for the State to m.anagecertain resources, notably open-access resources over which no user
group exerts exclusive use rights, other resources can be more efficiently managed by
interested individuals and user groups. We therefore recommend new legislation in which
several categories of land areclearlydefined,and that the role of the State in managing the
resources in each land category .00 increased or decreased according to the ability of other
institutions or individuals to manage the resources· effectively.

As a point of departure, the distinction between the. forest domain and the nonforest
domain should be retained. The forest domain itself should be further subdivided into the
State forest domain, the individual forest domain· (forestedarea.s belonging to individuals),
the community forest domain (fore.stedareas belonging to villages or nomadic fractions), and
the supracomrnunity forest domain or resource management districts (forested areas over
which multiple resource claims exist).

In the nonforest domain, the landholder would exercise a maximum amount of control
over the trees on the land. He or she would be able to prune, cut down, and use the fruits,
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bark, roots,seeds, and soon, of the trees on his or her land, for domestic or commercial use,
without obtaining permission from Eaux et Forets.

Much of the land currently included in the protected forest domain consists of land to
which individuals orcommunities·have locally.recognized exclusionary rights. To the extent
that the locally recognized· owners continue to exercise their rights to this land and its tree
resources,theycan be expected to have an interest in ensuring that the resources are not
overexploited. Individually controlled land of this type should be categorized as the
individual forest domain, while community controlled land should be placed in the community
forest domain. In areas where sev~ral·communities or user groups have·recognized rights to ·
resources in an area (exclusionary or nonexclusionary), provisions should be made for the
creation of supracommunity forests or resource management· districts. The conditions
governing the regulation of resources in the non-State forest domain would be established
through management or use contracts with the State or competent local· authorities (local and
regional development councils,for example).12

Individualsaild communities which have their own forests, whether natural or planted,
should be permitted to regulate small-scale cutting in their forests without the State's
involvement. However, it is not unreasonable for the State to require State oversight
authority iflarge areas are affected, or ifcutting operations are undertaken in environmentally
sensitive areas. Refusal of cutting authorizations should be limited to cases where the
operation is contrary to the terms of the management contract established with· the State or
local authorities, where the operation poses· a danger to the well-being of the population or
where it would have significant.negative effects on the surrounding environment. A time
limit should be set for the approval process to avoid unnecessary delays in the issuing of such
authorizations.

The State's role in the individual,community, and supracommunity forest domains
would be primarily that of advisor: providing individuals and communities the. information
and techniques needed to manage their woodlands on a sustainable basis. In the community
and supracommunity forest do.mains, the State would also serve as a mediator .in helping
determine how resources should be allocated among the different groups using the forest. In
addition, the State would help communities and user groups develop management·contracts,
outlining the rights and responsibilities ·of all parties, for ·the areas under their authority. The
community or district management committees would also be responsible for·enforcing forest
use .regulations, including issuing fines and use permits. Localmanagementcommittees
would be authorized to settle disputes, although appeals could be taken to higher levels if
necessary.

In the case of individual forests, all revenues from the harvest would be retained· by
the individual managing the forest. For community and supracommunity forest land, a

12. Accompanying land legislation would need to be written in such a way as to make the establishment of
these contracts inexpe.nsive and rapid. .
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portion of the revenues frornuser··fees and fines would be· turned over to the State to help
cover technical assistance costs, but the majority of the revenues would remain at the
community level, to pay for the management of forest resources.

The State forest domain would include all forested land· which does not fall into the
nonforest domain, the individual forest domain, the community forest domain, or
supracommunity forest· domain. Forests that are already classified, as. well as any new
classified forests would constitute the classified forest domain. Land currently in the
protected forest domain, but over which no individual-or community exercises exclusionary
powers, would remain in the protected forest .domain. Eaux.·et Forets would be the entity
responsible· for managing both ·categories of State forest domain. It would, .however, have
the option of establishing management contracts with individuals and groups interested in
managing portions of the·State forest domain.

4. Changes· in the forest law will be nullified.ifsupporting·changes are not made in
the·land laws. We recommend that Art.. 127 of the Code· Domanial ttFoncierbe revised so
that untitled land held under customary tenure is not considered the private domain of the
State. For· example, cultivated or fallow lands held under customary tenure should not be
considered part of the State domain, whether registered or not. At the same time, the process
by which individuals and communities can register land in their names should be simplified
and made less onerous. Legislation permitting individuals and groups to register their rights
to use resources (rather than own them) would provide the legal basis for the establishment
of. special management districts. .The process for· establishing such .contracts needs to be
simple and inexpensive, particularly when small areas are involved. For relatively small
areas, contracts should be drawn up at the arrondissemeRt level.. For contracts in which users
come from long distances, or where large areas are involved, the contracts should·be drawn
up at the cercle or even regional level. The guiding principle, however, should be to place
the authority for decision-making at the lowest level possible.

5. The free authorization system for cutting trees located outside the· forest domain
effectively deprives individuals and -communities·of .significant ·rights to trees they have
planted or protected, and thereby decreases the incentives for investing in agroforestry
technologies. We therefore recommend that the free autborization system for trees on land
outside the State forest. domain be abolished. Within the·· State forest domain, a free
authorization system should be maintained, but clear criteria for denying such authorizations
should be established. Agents should be required to<state in writing why the authorization
is denied, and an appeal process for denials should be established.

6. The protected· species. concept warrants revision. The species that are currently
protected are protected·primarily because they are.economically important species. However,
several of the protected . species, including Acaciaalbida,Butyrosperum parldi, Parkia
biglobosa,andBorassus aethiopum are highly desired field trees in parts of the Fifth Region
and are either planted or protected by many farmers. By restricting the use of these trees,
even when they are located in fields, the incentive for farmers> to plant or to allow such
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species to regenerate is decreased. This is particularly true if farmers are not permitted to
prune the trees, as is currently the. case.

To overcome the disincentives linked to the prohibition on the unauthorized use of
protected species, we recommend that only species that are in danger of disappearing be
protected outside the State forest domain. Restrictions on their use, however, should be
limited to the· felling of live specimens, so that pruning would still be possible without Eaux
et Forets' authorization.

7. .Existing natural resource legislation does not provide pastoralistsand sedentary
livestock raisers secure access to .tree forage, nor does it recognize the right of individuals
or groups to· exert exclusionary rights to grazing or browsing lands. New forest legislation
should recognize the importance of forests as a·source of browse for livestock by including
forage as one of tbeforest products listed in the present Art. 1. In addition, the law needs
to permit portions of the forest domain (whether State, individual, or community) to be
managed primarily ·for forage production,perhaps by setting aside browse reserves or by
allowing for the creation of resource management districts in which forage production .isa
primary goal. The village forest or community forest concept is not appropriate for
pastoraIists who need a·variety·of noncontiguous pastures and water sources to provide the
flexibility needed to carry their herds through· the drastic temporal and spatial variations in
rainfall typical of the Sahel. New legislation should thus permitthe establishment of resource
management districts that cross administrative and ecological zones. A management
committee, consisting· of representatives of all the groups using the resources within the
district, would regulate resource ·access.

Although most of the foresters we talked with believe that the cutting. ·techniques
commonly used by berders are .damaging· to the trees, there is little scientific evidence to
prove or disprove their contention.13 From the standpoint of timber production,forage
pruning techniques are not ideal since the main stem is usually cut. However, from the
standpoint of forage production and forage accessibility, the technique may be quite effective.
Whether these techniques interfere significantly with the ability of desirable forage tree
populations to reproduce·is completely unknown. There is a pressing need for research on
the forage producing capabilities of indigenous tree species under a variety of management
regimes.

Once sustainable forage management regimes have been identified, forest legislation
should be modified to permit the use of such techniques. Diagrams illustrating the proper
cutting techniques should be incorporated into the ·legislation. In the meantime, both agents
and rural producers (particularly pastoralists), should be informed of the current provisions,
which do give herders ·the right to cut branches for forage provided the branches are lateral
ones located at more than 1.5 meters in height.

13. Discussions with P. Hiemaux of the Intemational Livestock Center for Africa (Bamako Office) and J.
Reed of the University of Wisconsin's Animal Sciences Department, June 1990.
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8. In view of the low average annual income in therural.areas,and the excessively
high minimum fines for·illegal use of forest resources,we recommend that the fine rates ·be
adjusted downward to more· realistic levels. (In May .1991, Eaux et Forets established a
committee to propose new fine schedules. Forest Service staff in the national office have
informed us that new rates are likely to be put into force after·· thenational.elections are held
in 1992.)

9. The current forest legislation does not take into account the value of fallows as
"resource banks." The imposition of a clearing tax to put fallows older than five years back
into production .leads toa drastically shortened fallow cycle. that m.aycause significant
declines inagriculturai productivity.At the· same time,. villa.gersaredeprived· of access to
the products of trees that they protected or planted at an earlier stage in the cycle. We
recommend that the. fallow .age limit be pushed back to at least ten years as an initial step,
and that· appropriate fallow lengths be determined on a regional and subregional basis.

10. The clearing authorization process i8so timecon.suming and expensive that few
people request or receive clearing authorizations. In the interest of efficiency·it· is advisable
to restrict the clearing tax· requirement to large-scale clearings which could potentially have
a serious impact on the surrounding environment. SmaU-sca1eclearingoperations .would be
~xempted from the tax. Incases where community and-supracommunity forests or land-use
districts have been created, the land-use management committee should have the authority to
issue or deny clearing permits. For the State forestdomain,tbeprooessshouid be simplified
.and made less costly by giving the. site inspection team the autboritytograntauthorizations
on the spot incases where no conflicts are apparent. A.time .·limit fora determination on
clearing requests, similar to that proposed for free authorization requests, should be
established.

B. TRA1NJNG OF FOREST AGENTS

1. In order to ensure that agents have·a better· understanding of the law. than they do
now, permanent staff should be hired to teach· legislative .COU.fses .at the forestry training
schools. Professors of legislation should have formal training in forest legislation and legal
principles, as well as experienc.e in applying the forest law.

20 The legislation textbook (Konate1985) currenttyused by students at the CFPF and
the IPR needs to be modified ·or .replaced with ·a ·.new text that reflects recent legislative
changes. The legislative curriculum should be expanded to inctude a systematic examination
of actual disputes over resource rights, and the analysisinvolvedintbeir resolution. Copies
of the Forest Code and the legislation textbook should be issued to all agents.

3. Periodic refresher courses should.be organized for agents at all levels, with special
emphasis.placed on bringing the poste and cantonnementstaffup to date on recent legislation
and basic legal principles. Review sessions of forestand·land.legislation should be included
in regional and cantonnement annual work plans and training .obJectives.
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4. The national and regional offices should provide each agent with copies of any
notes de·service or textes d'application in as timely a fashion as possible.

c. LEGAL EXTENSION EFFoRTS

1. We recommend that the Forest Code be translated into all maJor languages spoken
in Mali and that copies of the law be distributed to all villages and camps.

2. Given the time needed. to translate the law, an easy-to-read summary· ··(written in
the local languages) of the· major rights and responsibilities of both the .individual and .the
State toward trees in the forest and nonforest domain, should be developed to serve as a
supplementary manual to the· forest regulations.

The guide would be.in the formoi a "how to" manual and would explain the steps one
has to follow in order to.legally harvest tree products found (1) in one's own fields or·house
compound, (2) in someone else's fields, (3) in private woodlots, (4) in community or
supracommunity forests or. resource management districts,and (5) in classified and protected
forests. Diagrams showing proper cutting methods should be included.14

The process for .obtaining. free. and ·paid cutting permits should be outlined ·in the
manual, as should· the criteria for refusing permits· and authorizations. The process for
appealing citations and authorization denials should also be clearly described.

The sup.plementary manual can serve as basic reading material in literacy classes. and
should be incorporated into agricultural and forest extension programs conducted by
agricultural· agents or forest agents not involved in enforcement activities.

3. In view of the low literacy rate, we·also recommend that an audio version of the
Code and·tbemanual described above be developed and recorded on cassette tapes, and that
the cassettes be distributed to all villages and camps in Mali. (Virtually all villages have at
least one person who owns a· cassette player.) This cassette manual could serve· ·as a
reference for villagers .who are unable to read.

Once the new audio-visual program ·at the Direction Nationale des Eaux et Forets is
in operation, the information contained·in the supplementary manual should be incorporated
into the audio-visual program's .activities. Video demonstrations of proper silvicultural,
clearing, and fire prevention techniques should be developed and broadcast· .to·. rural
populations.

14. Sample diagrams were included in the Swiss-financed study of the Forest Service in 1987. (de Saussay
et a1. 1987). The National Languages Office has already developed a tree-planting and maintenance guide in
Fulani, which is used in literacy classes. This guide needs to be updated and supplemented. by a booldet that
explains what rights individuals and communities have to trees located in the nonforest domain.
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4.A series of public radio spots elaborating the points discussed in the forest
regulation manual should also be d.eveloped. and· broadcast ... in local languages.

5. Existing legal extension efforts are •. targeted primarily at sedentary populations,
yet nonsedentary livestock raisers are often singled out by forest agents as the major forest
law offenders. We therefore recommend that extension .methodologies for reaching mobile
herders be developed and tested as part of a comprehensive legal extension program.

6. Current legal·. extension .efforts tend to .leave women out of the extension process
entirely. Asa result, women are even less likely than men .to know what their rights are to
trees under the Forest Code. Future legal extension programs should thus incorporate
methods that will enable information to be disseminated to women. The production of
cassette forms of the Code, and their distribution to women's village associations, is one
method that is likely to succeed in ·reaching women. Incorporating .information about rights
to .trees and proper·· tree-harvesting· techniques.· into literacy programs aimed at women is
another potentially useful· avenue for getting information to women.

D. INSTITIJTIONAL REFORMS

Without accompanying changes in the institutionsconcemed with managing resources
and resolving .disputes, .changes in the law and the forest extension process provide
individuals and groups only minimally grea.tercontrolover natural resources than they have
currently. Although our task did not include an exhaustive examination of the changes that
will be required in institutional arrangements,in the course of our research a few key areas
in need of change became evident.

1. SALARIES

Forest. agent.· salariesand< their. allocations. of operational. funds are insufficient for
agents to live ata reasonable level and to perform the tasks assigned to them. At the present
time it is hardly conceivable that civil servants, including forest agents, will be granted
significant salary increases. However, many .. of·the forest agents' financial problems stem
from delayed and irregular salary payments that force them into a vicious credit cycle.
Timely and regular salary payments would alleviatesomeofth.e·incentive for corruption at
the field level.

The obligation to pay> for work-related expensest such as gas, motorcycles, and
motorcycle repairs, decreases. agents' official take-home pay considerably and increases the
likelihood of corruption.. · In theory the commissions from fines that are distributed among
the cantonnement· staffare .. supposed to cover such· costs.. However, commission ·amounts
vary considerably from month to month, and are often insufficient to cover allwork-related
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expenses. IS We therefore recommend that fiscal legislation be changed to provide chejS de
cantonnement the authority to set aside a fIXed percentage of the cantonnement's forest
receipts to pay for the cantonnement'soperating expenses.

2. LEGAL RECOURSE

Agents are able to apply the law in an arbitrary manner in part because rural residents
lack cheap and efficient legal recourse if they are unjustly fined. The lack of recourse is not
a problem confined to forestry but pervades the entire legal system, which is very centralized
and thinly represented at the level below the cercle (Gellar etal. 1989). We recommend that
a review of the legal system be made with the objective of developing a more accessible and
less costly process for appealing forest citations.

3. CHANGING ATITruDES

One of the biggest obstacles to transferring more responsibility and authority over
forest resources to individuals and communities or user groups is the attitude of forest agents
(as· well as most civil servants) that rural people are either uninterested in or incapable· of
properly managing their resources. There is a marked reluctance on the part of foresters to
cede any real decision-making power .to non-State entities. There is an equal reluctance to
cede any powers to raise and spend revenues. Yet the chances of community and
supracommunity land management plans functioning if decision-making and revenue-raising
powers .are not devolved to non-State entities are slim.

To· create· a greater degree of trust between foresters and rural people, we recommend
that the forestry curriculum include coursework and a field school in participatory research
and analysis, in which prospective foresters will spend time with rural residents to learn what
forest ·management techniques are already practiced and how they might be improved.
Training in the social sciences should also be upgraded, and a natural resource policy division
should be established within the Service des Eaux et Forets.

To some extent, however, patience· is the only answer to attitudinal change. If
communities and user groups demonstrate. that they do have the ability to manage their own
resources, foresters may gradually change their assessment of the decision-making capabilities
of rural populations. In the meantime, foresters simply have to· realize that some abuse is
likely to occur under any system in which rights are less restrictive.

"Any change will create some disorder. Disorder is inevitable. But it is time
that ·we accept the.risk" (M. Diakite, Chefde Poste Forest;er).

15. In tbe Mopti region in 1990, tbe average montbly commission per agent attbe cantonnement level ranged
from 1425 CFA in Youvarouto 8029 CFA in Bankass. (Note: tbe average excbange rate in 1990 varied from
250 to 300 CFA per dollar.)
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V. CONCLUSIONS

A. ACTIVITIES IN NEED OF SUPPORT

Our study ofMalian forest policy has identified legislative changes .that would redefine
the role of the State by·giving local communities and user groups greater control over natural
resource management. However, additional research and support are needed in the policy
arena if reforms are to have a real impact on the ability of local populations to manage their
resources with less direct regulation from the·State. We recommend that the govemmentof
Mali undertake the following measures to enhance·itsefforts todevolve·some of its resource
management powers· to non-State entities.

1) Public outcry at Mali's National Conference for revisions in. forest and land legislation
has virtually guaranteed that significantforestpolicyichangeswill occur in the not-so
distant future. The Fire Code is being revised,as are the portions of the Forest Code
that establish fine· schedules.• for forest violations. Major revisions of the forest ·and
land legislation are. planned to begin after the installation··of the· elected government
in June 1992.

The success of legislative reform will depend ·in· large part upon the extent to which
new legislation reflects the needs and desires of rural. Malians.. The degree to which
rural· Malians feel that· they have played apart in formulating the legislation will be
a major factor in their willingness to abide by tberules and ensure that others also
abide by the rules. To achieve the maximum popular support possible for legislative
reforms, we believe that it is absolutely essential that rural people be given the
opportunity. to participate. in the decision-making •process.

One model of·popular participation in legislative change· is· currently being tested· for
the development of new bush fire regulation.s. ·.Foresters involved in the process,
however, note that it was an intensive and time-eonsumingprocess, involving a series
of conferences at different levels (secteurs, ·cetcles,· regional, and national) and a great
deal of coordination between the different. technical· and administrative. services.
Current opinion in the bureaucracy favors the useofa less participative approach for
future revisions. One proposed method would be to employ a multi-disciplinary
survey team to determine the public's opinion as to what changes are needed, with
conferences being restricted to the regional and national level.

However, such an approacb undermines Mali'.sgoal.ofincreasing popular participation
in decision-making. Although the public bearing process is cumbersome and
time-consuming, in the .case of natural reso'urcelegislation, we believe that the
benefits of'having popular support for the legisiationoutweigh the disadvantages. We,
therefore, recommend that the Malian government seek support that will enable it to
provide the funding and technical assistance needed to involve rural populations in the
legislative change process. Support for public·forums .at the cercle level. and below
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is particularly crucial, since funding is usually nonexistent at ,those levels. Technical
assistance in organizing, the forums, as well as help in getting the information up to
higher levels, are also indispensable.

Once the legislation has been revised, the Malian government can foster the proper
application of ,the law by educating, government officials and the public ,about the
rights and responsibilities of the State, individuals, and communities to natural
resources. Specifically, the government can provide technical and financial support
for the production of documents and cassettes in the major local'languages to explain
the rules governing natural resource use. At the same,time, support needs 'to be
provided to the IPR and CFPFfor the development of suitable instruction materials
for students undergoing training for entry into the technical services, and the
development of refresher courses on forest and land legislation for agents already
working in the' field.

3) A number of international organizations have begun gestion deterroir (land use
planning) programs in conjunction with,Eaux et Forets,and many donors working in
the natural resource sector in Mali have adopted the gestion de terroirapproach as the
basis for their future natural resource management programs. The objectives of these
programs, aS,wel1 as the'scale and ,the techniques used to obtain them, vary enormous
ly. Some projects limit their activities to one or two communities or concentrate on
the management of a ,limited number of natural resources, while others involve many
communities and a variety of resources.

Given the potential that the gestion de terrolr approach has ,for fostering a real transfer
of power and authority over resources to communities and local user groups, it would
be' wise for the Malian govern.ment ,to investigate the strengths and shortcomings of
the different projects currently underway. Several important aspects in need' of study
come to' mind:

a) What levels of technology appear to be most suited to the development
of land use management'plans? How should resources be inventoried
and mapped? Is the use of sophisticated techniques such ,as aerial
photo and satellite image interpretation necessary and for what purposes
and at what levels in the planning process? Are there less expensive
and less sophisticated techniques that can provide the information
required?

b) How were the appropriate management structures identified? If
appropriate management institutions already existed, what 'additional
authority did they need to enforce, their decisions? What technical and
administrative skills did they need to develop or have access to in order
to manage their resources on a sustainable basis?
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If no appropriate management structures existed,how were such
institutions created? How did they. attain the ability to make and
enforce decisions?

c) If an area contains resources used by a number of different groups,
how are these groups represented in the <management of the resources?
How. are seasonal users of resources. incorporated into the decision
makingprocess? How are competing claims to resources resolved?
What mechanisms exist to. prevent local elites or more powerful user
groups fro.n1 taking control ofthe resources and/or the revenues derived
from the resources?

d) What is the role of the State in local land use management efforts?
How are State and local efforts tomanag.e resources coordinated?
What is the relationship between local management institutions and the
State? Does this relationship ·allow local institutions. sufficient
autonomy in resource .management or does it provide too much
autonomy, allowing local concerns .to override regional. or· national
interests, and economic interests to .undermine ecologically sound
management?

A seriesaf in-depth longitudinal case studies of four or five gestionde terroir projects
would provide the information base needed for the Malian government to better target
technical and.· financial support to communities and State agencies. The research
should focus particularly on identifying mechanisms that can provide checks on local
and State resource management authority abuses, and approaches that enable
communities or user groups to develop a >maximumof financial and administrative
autonomy, while not endangering the resource base through overuse.

4) Revisions in Mali's forest policy are likely to have considerable economic impacts,
both at the local and national level. For example, if tree cutting in fields and
woodlots is exempted from permit requirements, the fine revenues going to Eaux et
Foretsare likely to decrease. Presumably, the transfer .of some of Eaux et Forets'
forest management ..authority to local institutions will shift some of the financial burden
to such institutions,who will be at least partly responsible for enforcing regulations.
Yet it is also highly likely that communities will require new forms of technical and
administrative assistance from Eaux et Foretsandother government agencies. The
economics of these far-reaChing policy changes isa topic that deserves further study.
Some of the issues that .need to be examined are:

a) What wiUbe th~ economic effect Oil 1£4. et Parets' revenues of
removing field trees and woodlots from the agency's jurisdiction? If
revenues will be substantially lower than at present, how can Eaux et
Forets restructure its activities in areas that remain under its Jurisdic-
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tion to ensure that revenues are adequate for the agency to operate?
Would an increase in permit fees, coupled with a concentrated effort
to facilitate· permit purchases, overcome the revenue shortfall?

b) What are the economic implications of transferring management
authority over certain forests to individuals and communities? What,
if any, management costs should be borne by the national government,
and what costs shouldbe.borne by the forest-managing· entities? How
should revenues be shared among the different actors? Do local
institutions have the financial capacity to carry out their· responsibili
ties? If not, how can that capacity be created or increased?

c) Substantive forest policy reform will have to include changes in the
way in which agents are trained and ways in which information is
disseminated to the public. What will be the cost of revamping. the
forest educational system, and the forest and legal extension programs?

. Should these ·revenues come out of the general treasury funds, or
should they be. financed from forest user fees and fines? To .what
extent should local institutions .. contribute to the funding of such
activities?

5) Very little information is available· about arrangements between herders and farmers
for regulating access to fodder resources, particularly tree forage, for areas outside
the inner delta. At the same time, relatively little data is available on the technical
aspects of tree forage systems in Mali, including .the· forage·productioncapacities of
trees under different browsing and cutting regimes. Although current forest.· policy
discourages intensive use of fodder.treesby severely restricting access to tree. forage,
some. Sahelian livestock ·experts believe that the value of tree forage has been
underestimated, and suggest that forage production systems based on tree forage may
actually be more viable in the long run than those based primarily on grasses.

Given the potential role that tree forage may play in sustainable livestock production
in the dryland areas of Mali, we recommend that the Malian government incorporate
research on· this issue into ongoing and future livestock projects. Attention should·be
given to identifying the ways in which agriculturalists and ·pastoralists regulate
stocking densities and access to tree forage among themselves. Areas of conflict
should be identified, as should the mechanisms used to resolve those conflicts, both
at the local and State level. From the forage production and use standpoint,
techniques for .increasing tree forage production and for sustainable ··managementof
forage resources need to be identified and made known to livestock producers. On
the basis of the information gained from these studies, approp.riate grazing and browse
management policies can be developed at local, regional, and national levels.
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B. REDEFlNING THE STATE'S ROLE IN NATURAL REsoURCE MANAGEMENT

Initiatives to promote greater .local control over common property resources
often define the policy problem strictly in terms of devolution of control over
resources from the centralized. State to local communities. Unfortunately, little
consideration is given to wheth~r or not local institutions possess the political
authority and social· legitimacy, .·and .levels of .administrative and technical
competence, necessary to.regulate resource· use locally ·(Lawry 1991).

The March 1991 revolution clearly showed that Malians are committed to political
reform that transfers some of the State's powers back to individuals and communities. The
National Conference held in August 1991 provided a forum for rural people to voice their
discontent with the ·State's •monopoly .over natural. resource management. As the elections
approach, there are increasing demands for the State· to transfer significant decision-making
responsibilities, along with enforcement and revenue-raising powers, to local authorities.

It would,however, be naive to assume that all communities are capable of managing
their resources in a more sustainable fashion or distributing the benefits more equitably than
the State currently does. This is particularly true if rights to resources are \shared among
users whose goals and abilities to enforce decisions vary a great deal.(Moorehead 1989;
Skinner 1988; Thomson and DJeidi 1985),· .or where the lack of public accountability
mechanisms permits local elites to monopolize resources (Lawry 1991). Even in areas where
elites do not monopolize resources and where the resource users have compatible objectives,
the administrative and technical skills needed to manage natural resources may be lacking at
local levels.

The State thus has several·crucial roles to play in natural resource management:

1) In areas where individuals and communities lack the "will and/or authority to
enforce regulations governing excessive use, .... the ·State must. ensure. that such
resources are properly .managed, either by .establishing.and enforcing its own
regulations, or byneg{)tiating management contracts >with concerned user
groups.

2) In areas where communities or users have the will and the authority to enforce
regulations, but lack the technical and administra.tiveskillsneeded· to manage
those·resources on a· sustainable basis, .the. StateitnUstmake an effort to help
local institutions develop thenecessaryskinsto.lllanage· their own resources.
In somecases,the State will have to provide technical information and
equipment itselft ·or ..else will need to provide communities with the fmancial
resources to obtain advice or equipment.

3) Finally, in areas where conflicts arise among competing user groups,· the State
has the obligation to resolve or help communities resolve disputes over
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resources. In particular, the State has an obligation to ensure that less
powerful interests are not ignored in the rule-making process or unfairly
targeted by the .enforcement process.

The change in.theState's role from arbitrary decision-maker to advisor and negotiator
will require considerable changes in bureaucratic attitudes and skills. Officials who have been
used to making decisions with minimal input from their constituents will need to learn how
to negotiate, rather than dictate, management plans. Processes that permit communities and
user groups to inform State.agencies. of their. needs and opinions will need to be developed
and put into action. Employees of technical services will need to learn or upgrade their skills
in extension and land-use management techniques so that they have something of value to
offer to management committees. Most importantly, technocrats and administrators will·have
to learn to let rural people make their own decisions, even if the decisions are sometimes
wrong.

Lack of means is not a real problem. We need to have a creative spirit and
initiative. We need to realize that enforcement for the sake of .enforcement
leads nowhere. Even granting that some enforcement is necessary,we simply
can't do it alone. We need to establish a climate of trust with rural people if
we really want them to participate in natural resource management (Ali Bacha
Konate" Chefde Cantonnement Fores/;er).
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